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Abstract Previous studies have suggested that ocean bottom pressure (OBP) from the Gravity Recovery
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and Climate Experiment (GRACE) can be used to measure the depth-averaged, or barotropic, transport variability of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). Here, we use GRACE OBP observations to calculate transport variability in a region of the southern Indian Ocean encompassing the major fronts of the ACC. We use
a statistical analysis of a simulated GRACE-like data set to determine the uncertainty of the estimated transport for the 2003.0–2013.0 time period. We ﬁnd that when the transport is averaged over 608 of longitude,
the uncertainty (one standard error) is close to 1 Sv (1 Sv 5 106 m3 s21) for low-pass ﬁltered transport, which
is signiﬁcantly smaller than the signal and lower than previous studies have found. The interannual variability is correlated with the Southern Annual mode (SAM) (0.61), but more highly correlated with circumpolar
zonally averaged winds between 458S and 658S (0.88). GRACE transport reﬂects signiﬁcant changes in transport between 2007 and 2009 that is observed in the zonal wind variations but not in the SAM index. We
also ﬁnd a statistically signiﬁcant trend in transport (21.0 6 0.4 Sv yr21, 90% conﬁdence) that is correlated
with a local deceleration in zonal winds related to an asymmetry in the SAM on multidecadal periods.
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1. Introduction
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The Southern Ocean has long been an undersampled region of the world’s oceans. However, its dynamics
play a signiﬁcant role in the meridional overturning circulation, global climate system, deep water formation, and the carbon cycle [Meredith et al., 2011]. The Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) is the deﬁning
oceanographic feature of this important ocean basin: it is the only ocean current that connects all major
ocean basins. However, the ACC is comprised of multiple fronts [e.g., Orsi et al., 1995] and narrow, bifurcating jets [e.g., Sokolov and Rintoul, 2007], which makes calculating integrated transport across the width of
the ACC difﬁcult.
Most studies of the mean and variable transport of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) have been conducted in the Drake Passage [Whitworth, 1983; Whitworth and Peterson, 1985; Cunningham et al., 2003; Meredith et al., 2004; Chereskin et al., 2009; Firing et al., 2011; Meredith et al., 2011] or the choke point between
Antarctica and Australia (1408E) [e.g., Rintoul and Sokolov, 2001; Rintoul et al. 2002], using either repeated
hydrographic sections or short-term deployments of moored instruments. Such deployments rarely last longer than 2–3 years, which limits the ability to measure long-term changes and variability of the ACC
transport.
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Due to the difﬁculty of obtaining and maintaining in situ data across the Southern Ocean at consistent time
intervals, there are still considerable gaps in our understanding and knowledge of the dynamics of the ACC,
especially at regions other than the Drake Passage. While there is evidence for a high-frequency (1 year and
less) mode of variability of the ACC [e.g., Hughes et al., 1999; Aoki, 2002; Hughes et al., 2003] and at lowerfrequencies (> 1 year) related to the Southern Annular mode [e.g., Meredith et al., 2004; Hughes et al., 2014],
the evidence is based on either short records from bottom pressure recorders, tide gauge records which
may contain residual steric signals, or models. It is still unclear how the ACC will be affected by a warming
climate. Large-scale climate models suggest westerly winds over the Southern Ocean will shift south in a
warming world and the transport of the ACC will strengthen [e.g., Saenko et al., 2005; Fyfe and Saenko,
2006]. However, runs with eddy-permitting models suggest that increasing winds will tend to increase eddy
kinetic energy with a lagged response, and with weaker or no change in the mean transport [Hallberg and
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Gnanadesikan, 2001, 2006; Screen et al., 2009; Spence et al., 2010]. While there is new observational evidence
that eddy-kinetic energy has increased in the Southern Ocean over the last two decades [Hogg et al., 2015],
there is no evidence of signiﬁcant changes in the transport [Gille, 2008; Boning et al., 2008]. However, a logical
question is whether this result is due to limited measurements or a compensating forcing mechanism such as
changes in surface buoyancy forcing south of the subantarctic front [e.g., Shakespeare and Hogg, 2012].
The ACC has large currents even at depth; the velocities are measureable to the bottom and their variations
have been shown to exceed 20 cm s21 [Cunningham et al., 2003; Chereskin et al., 2009] for synoptic events.
Such currents will be balanced by gradients in ocean bottom pressure (OBP) from geostrophy. When vertically integrated, the ﬂuctuations in bottom currents have been shown to reﬂect a signiﬁcant fraction of ACC
transport variability [e.g. Nowlin and Klinck, 1986; Hughes et al., 1999]. Thus, if one could measure OBP variations along a transect across the ACC, the variability of the depth-averaged transport could be computed
by integrating the gradient of ocean bottom pressure from south to north [Hughes et al.; 1999]:
ð yn ð 0
1 @DP
DT ðx Þ5
2
dzdy
(1)
f q @y
ys 2H
where DT is the depth integrated geostrophic transport at any particular longitude x, f is the Coriolis parameter, q is the density of seawater, H is the depth of the ocean, and DP the bottom pressure anomaly in units
of N/m2.
In this paper, we use barotropic to describe the vertically averaged horizontal current. We are aware of
many other deﬁnitions of barotropic. With this deﬁnition, time changes in bottom pressure gradients (at the
same depth) reﬂect mostly barotropic current variability although there is always a much smaller baroclinic
component reﬂected in the bottom pressure gradients [e.g., Jayne et al., 2003 and Piecuch et al., 2015]. The
bottom-pressure gradient (equation (1)) will reﬂect both barotropic and baroclinic variations by this deﬁnition, and cannot be separated.
Although bottom pressure recorders can be used to compute transport variability, this can only be done
over short intervals because of the lengths of deployments and because pressure sensors drift. A more
recent advancement which holds promise to obtain longer records for accessing climate variations in ACC
transport is the use of gravity measurements from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)
[Zlotnicki et al., 2007; Boening et al., 2009; Bergmann and Dobslaw, 2012, Ponte and Quinn, 2009].
Since the dominant source of time-variable gravity on monthly timescales is water mass movement in a
thin spherical shell, one can convert the gravitational spherical harmonic coefﬁcients distributed by the
GRACE mission into maps of ocean bottom pressure (often expressed in terms of the equivalent sea level
height) [Wahr et al., 1998; Chambers and Schroter, 2011]. Zlotnicki et al. [2007] were the ﬁrst to use OBP from
the earliest release of GRACE to look at the zonal transport variability of the ACC using a simpliﬁed version
of equation (1),

H
DT  2  ðDPðyn Þ2DPðys ÞÞ;
fq

(2)

where it was assumed the changes in H/f between the south and north positions are small and can be approximated by an average value. They averaged OBP from GRACE along the Subtropical Front (STF) to the north and
the southern ACC Front (SACCF) to the south for three broad regions (the Atlantic, Indian, and Paciﬁc Ocean sectors) and demonstrated that the GRACE data did correlate well with a similar calculation made from a model
(e.g., 0.89 in the Paciﬁc Ocean), and also showed good agreement with zonal winds from a scatterometeraveraged circumpolarly. However, the coherence was dominated by the seasonal cycle. They pointed to signiﬁcant differences associated with leakage from melting of the West Antarctic ice sheet and noise from the GRACE
data. They found scaling between OBP south of the ACC and transport of  23.6 Sv/mbar (1 Sv 5 106 m3 s21),
comparable to other studies with models [Hughes et al., 2014]. They also found signiﬁcant discrepancies with
the amplitudes of the annual and semiannual cycles between GRACE and the model, which they suggested
could have been either from errors in GRACE or the model being too sluggish in the ACC.
Bergmann and Dobslaw [2012] used a more recent reprocessing of GRACE data to look at higher frequency
variability of the ACC at time scales of less than a month, using similar methods as Zlotnicki et al. [2007]—
e.g., averaging OBP along fronts across the Paciﬁc, and differencing north minus south (equation (2)). They
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examined the correlation with the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) atmospheric index and found a correlation of 0.7 between the SAM index and GRACE derived transport. They also studied high-pass ﬁltered transport where signals with periods longer than 10 days were removed and found little correlation (0.3)
between the SAM index and high-frequency transport. Although their study did ﬁnd transport calculated
using GRACE, OBP data are highly correlated with the SAM, which has been previously noted in studies
using ocean bottom pressure recorders [Meredith et al., 2004], it was not clear how much of the correlation
was explained by seasonal or subannual variations in the SAM.
This study updates these earlier studies using a more recent reprocessed version of GRACE ocean bottom
pressure data to estimate the zonal transport variability in speciﬁc regions of the Southern Ocean, focusing
on methods to improve the calculation and to quantify the uncertainty. First, the full integral (equation (1))
is used, which allows for differences in H/f. Second, a hundred realizations of a simulated data set are used
to quantify uncertainty; this provides statistically more robust estimates of uncertainty than a comparison
to a single model, which itself may have unknown errors, or using a statistical propagation of only GRACE
random errors [e.g., Zlotnicki et al., 2007]. Third, the uncertainty is quantiﬁed for a range of areas to ﬁnd the
optimal area for averaging. And ﬁnally, we focus primarily on the analysis of low-frequency ﬂuctuations in
transport, especially trends, and study the coherence with the Southern Annular Mode and regional winds.
Unlike the previous studies, we will focus on the Indian Ocean sector. This is for two reasons. First, the subtropical front forms a strong northern boundary to the circulation in the Southern Ocean here, unlike in the
Paciﬁc [Orsi et al., 1995]. Second, the strong mass trends from Antarctica leak into the ocean near the Drake
Passage [Zlotnicki et al., 2007; Johnson and Chambers, 2013]. Thus, estimates of transport trends in the
Paciﬁc and near the Drake Passage using GRACE observations will be suspect until this signal can be better
modeled and removed from the ocean bottom pressure data.
Section 2 will describe the data and methods used, along with the details of the simulation used for the
error analysis. Section 3 will discuss the results of the error analysis along with analysis of trends and correlations with the Southern Annular mode and zonally averaged winds. Section 4 will summarize our conclusions on the usefulness of GRACE for studying low-frequency transport variations of the ACC and make
suggestions for future work.

2. Data and Methods
Release-05 maps of GRACE ocean bottom pressure archived at http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov based on Level-1
and Level-2 processing by the Center for Space Research (CSR) are used in this investigation, using monthly
data from January 2003 until December 2013, although there are gaps. The primary instrument had to be
reset in June 2003, so there is no solution for that month. There is only a 15 day solution in January 2014
that has been ignored in this study. Beginning in early 2011, GRACE has also had to cycle off the primary science instrument due to degradations in the batteries; there are missing data for January 2011, June 2011,
May 2012, October 2012, March 2013, August 2013, and September 2013.
Although there were large differences between gravity coefﬁcients processed by different centers in earlier
releases [e.g., Chambers and Bonin, 2012; Johnson and Chambers, 2013], these differences have disappeared
in the latest data release. We have tested our calculations on data from CSR, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL),
and Helmholtz Centre Potsdam, German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ), but ﬁnd no differences
larger than our estimated uncertainty. Moreover, the CSR OBP maps tend to be close to the average of the
data from all three centers. For simplicity, we present results only from the CSR maps.
The GRACE observations have some signiﬁcant problems, especially when using them to study ocean mass
variations. These issues include a correlated error that causes north-south stripes in the mapped GRACE
data [Swenson and Wahr, 2006], higher random error at short-wavelengths [Wahr et al., 1998], and the signal
from land hydrology ﬂuctuations and mass losses from ice sheets that leak into the ocean. In order to use
GRACE data over the ocean, these problems must be corrected via post processing.
The maps used for this analysis follow an algorithm described in detail by Chambers and Bonin [2012]. The
ﬁrst step involves ‘‘de-striping’’ the coefﬁcients to remove a signiﬁcant fraction of the correlated error. To
reduce high random noise at the shortest length scales, a 500 km Gaussian smoothing is applied. To reduce
leakage from land, the original gravity coefﬁcients are mapped at the highest resolution (60 3 60 spherical
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harmonics on a 18 3 18 grid) with no destriping or smoothing, ocean grids are masked out, and the new
maps are reconverted to spherical harmonics. These ‘‘land-only’’ coefﬁcients are then destriped and
smoothed, then mapped over the ocean to estimate the leakage. This is subtracted from the ﬁrst calculation
to remove as much leakage as possible. Although the leakage will not be completely removed, the corrected data do have smaller error associated with leakage along the coastlines and interior ocean than if
this is not done [Chambers and Bonin, 2012; their Figure 2], although higher residual errors remain around
Greenland and West Antarctica. The latest Release-05 has improved the quality of the GRACE data over the
ocean, with standard errors of 1 cm of equivalent water thickness over most of the ocean [Chambers and
Bonin, 2012]. Although the smoothed GRACE data have an inherent resolution of about 1000 km wavelength at the equator, at the latitudes we consider (608S), the resolution is closer to 500 km due to the
smaller surface area per angular degree.
In order to quantify the uncertainty and errors associated with transport calculations using GRACE ocean
bottom pressure data, a statistical analysis was conducted based on a simulated set of gravity coefﬁcients,
following an updated procedure described in detail in Bonin and Chambers [2013]. These were created to
mimic as much of the real signals of hydrology, ocean bottom pressure, and ice mass losses as possible,
and include random and correlated errors comparable to those in GRACE.
The simulated data begin with output from a state estimate run at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) as a
contribution to the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO) Consortium, available at
http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov. The JPL_ECCO model is based on the MIT general circulation model [Marshall
et al., 1997]. It is a baroclinic model forced by winds, and heat and freshwater ﬂuxes from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) operational analyses products and also assimilates satellite altimetry
and other in situ observations [Fukumori, 2002; Kim et al., 2007]. It is eddy parameterized with 18 3 18 resolution over the Southern Ocean. Although output at 10 day averages, OBP has been calculated as monthly
averages to be consistent with the GRACE averaging period, available at (http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/
ECCOOBP).
Land hydrology variability from GLDAS-NOAH [Rodell et al., 2004] is added, along with seasonal and linear
trends of mass loss from both Greenland and Antarctica based on an inverse model of GRACE data [Bonin
and Chambers, 2013]. These are converted to gravity ﬁeld coefﬁcients and then 100 different realizations of
correlated and random GRACE-like errors [Bonin and Chambers, 2013] are added to create 100 monthly simulations of GRACE-like data for statistical testing, covering the period from January 2003 until December
2010. Because the GRACE-like errors are initialized from a random starting kernel, they will represent a better range of possible errors than simply differencing a single realization of GRACE OBP with a model as has
been done previously [e.g., Zlotnicki et al., 2007; Bergmann and Dobslaw, 2012].
It’s important to note that it does not matter if the hydrology model, ocean model, or ice mass loss model
are perfect, only that they represent the general magnitude and temporal variation of the signals. GLDASNOAH correctly designates regions of large land water storage variability with similar magnitudes to GRACE
[e.g., Wouters et al. 2014, Figure 7], JPL_ECCO has also been shown to have similar variability as GRACE in
high latitudes [e.g., Chambers and Bonin, 2012], and the ice mass loss trends have been shown to be consistent with other estimates [Bonin and Chambers, 2013].
The GRACE-like simulations are then processed identically to real GRACE data, including using the same
destriping, smoothing, and leakage-correction algorithms [Chambers and Bonin, 2012]. For uncertainty estimates, results are compared to those obtained from unsmoothed JPL_ECCO OBP. Thus, the estimated
uncertainty will include the combination of errors from spherical harmonic truncation, land leakage, and
attenuation from smoothing along with the contribution from the correlated and random errors.
The GRACE-like maps are similar to those produced from actual GRACE RL05 data before and after processing (Figure 1). Note that the simulated data should not be expected to be identical to the observations. One
merely expects the level of errors and signal to be similar. Note the slightly larger signals in the ocean in the
simulated data after processing (Figure 1d), which suggests the error model may be more pessimistic than
the true GRACE-errors. Thus, our analysis is likely to overestimate, rather than underestimate, uncertainty.
Transport anomalies along a speciﬁc meridian are computed by estimating gradients of OBP using a centerdifference and integrating using a trapezoid rule from south to north (equation (1)). The north and south
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Figure 1. Comparison of GRACE and GRACE-like (simulated) contour maps. (a) 000 km unsmoothed GRACE, (b) 000 km GRACE-simulated, (c) 500 km smoothed and destriped GRACE,
and (d) 500 km smoothed and destriped GRACE-simulated. All images have a land leakage-masking procedure applied. Scale is in centimeter of equivalent water thickness.

positions are determined either by ﬁxed latitudes or using variable positions based on the fronts deﬁned by
Orsi et al. [1995], as discussed in the text. The bathymetry (H) is from ETOP01 [Amante and Eakins, 2009],
averaged to a 18 grid consistent with the model resolution and OBP maps. A constant density (q) of 1027 kg
m23 (consistent with the value used to compute GRACE OBP) is utilized.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Quantifying Uncertainty
In order to quantify the uncertainty bounds for the GRACE estimates of transport variability, we compute
statistics of the 100 realizations of the GRACE-like data described in section 2. Note that this calculation is
meant to estimate the uncertainty in using GRACE bottom pressure gradients (with their known errors simulated) to compute transport variability (equation (1)) compared to the value one would obtain for bottom
pressure gradients that are free from GRACE-like errors. It will not quantify the different between using bottom pressure gradients versus directly integrating velocities, if they were known.
Before estimating errors from the GRACE like simulation, we wish to quantify the uncertainty that would be
introduced by using the approximation (equation (2)) and an average H/f versus the actual value and equation (1). We perform the calculation using the monthly OBP from the JPL_ECCO model for an area 608 wide
centered on 1408E and bounded by the Subtropical Front on the north and 62.58S on the south (Figure 2a).
Although the time series from both calculations are highly correlated (0.81), the standard deviation of the
differences is 3.1 Sv. The calculation using a constant H/f and bottom pressure averaged over the northern
and southern boundaries generally attenuated peaks relative to the full calculation.
We begin by calculating time series of zonal transport variability using equation (1) over a range of longitudes centered on the 1408E transect using both the simulated GRACE-like data after processing, and the
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Figure 2. (a) Location of boundaries used in this study (black dots and line at 262.58N), along with the location of the main fronts of ACC
(red). Vertical lines mark the full 608 (6 308 averaging area centered on 1408E. (b) Mean standard deviation of ECCO (red) and GRACE-like
residuals (blue) relative to the ECCO signal compared to spatial average width. (c) Mean correlation of GRACE-like and ECCO transport for
each spatial averaging area. (d) Root mean square (RMS) of difference in annual amplitudes for each spatial averaging area. (e) RMS of
trend differences for each spatial averaging area.

JPL_ECCO OBP data with no temporal or spatial smoothing. The latitude bounds used were the position of
the Subtropical Front, based on Orsi et al. [1995] frontal positions, and 62.58S as the southern boundary (Figure 2a). Since the JPL_ECCO OBP formed the ocean component of our simulation, differences represent
errors from GRACE noise, residual leakage, and the destriping and smoothing algorithm.
The transect time series were then averaged spatially in order to determine an optimal spatial averaging
area that reduces the noise of the time-series with little decrease in the correlation between the transport
variability calculated with the GRACE-like OBP data and transport variability calculated with ECCO OBP data.
This is based on the average standard deviation and correlation of the 100 realizations.
We ﬁnd that for monthly averages, the average standard deviation of transport residuals for all 100 realizations drops below the standard deviation of the expected signal when averaged over as little as 6 58, noting
the results are displayed as a function of the half-width centered at 1408E (Figure 2b). However, the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) is still barely higher than one. With more spatial averaging, however, the SNR improves.
The model transport standard deviation is 5–5.5 Sv, and does not change much even when averaged over
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Figure 3. (a) mean standard deviation of GRACE-like—ECCO residuals for each spatial averaging area, after temporal smoothing, (b) mean correlation of GRACE-like and ECCO transport
for each spatial averaging area, after temporal smoothing.

608 of longitude. The residual standard deviation drops below 4 Sv at an averaging area of 6158 (308 longitudinal averaging area), and below 3.5 Sv at a 608 longitudinal averaging area (308 of longitude) (Figure 2b).
The average correlation between the 100 realizations and JPL_ECCO time series as a function of spatially
averaging area is shown in Figure 2c. All are signiﬁcant with p < 0.01, but as the spatial averaging area
increases, the correlation between ECCO and the GRACE-like simulation increases further, while also reducing the signal to noise ratio (as seen in Figure 2b). This further indicates that an averaging area of 6158 or
more is preferred when using GRACE OBP data to calculate transport variability.
Although we will generally focus on the interannual variations instead, we do assess the accuracy of the
annual amplitude. Here, we calculate the average root mean square (RMS) of the differences in ECCOGRACE-like seasonal amplitudes at the various different spatial averaging areas instead of calculating the
mean standard deviation (Figure 2d). This is done because there are small, consistent biases in the residuals,
which will be reﬂected in the RMS and not standard deviation. The biases are likely from uncorrected leakage, possibly from the northern boundary (Australia). The RMS error of the seasonal amplitude drops to 0.75
Sv at 6158 and does not change appreciably over longer spatial averages. We note that this uncertainty
estimate for the annual amplitude is signiﬁcantly smaller than that suggested in the analysis by Zlotnicki
et al. [2007], possibly due to larger errors in older GRACE data and comparing to models with unknown
errors.
Just as with the annual amplitudes we calculate the RMS of the differences in ECCO and GRACE-like trends
at the various spatial averages to avoid any potential biases from uncorrected leakage (Figure 2e). The RMS
error of the trend drops to a low of 0.26 Sv yr21 averaging over 6128, increases slightly, then ﬁnally drops
off to its lowest at 6308 averaging with an RMS error of 0.23 Sv yr21.
To low-pass ﬁlter the time-series, we estimate and remove the annual signal using linear least squares with
annual sinusoid functions. The residuals are then ﬁltered with a Gaussian weighted average, where the
weights are calculated from

2
 ti 2ti1j
wtj 5e20:5 2
;
(3)
where time (t) is in months and data within 6 6 months (tj) from the central point (ti) are used in the average. This ﬁlter attenuates variations with periods less than 1 year to nearly zero, without signiﬁcantly attenuating signals with periods longer than 1 year.
The correlation decreased by approximately 0.05 between GRACE-like and ECCO-based transport variability
after applying the low-pass ﬁlter (Figure 3b). However, the correlation is still high and signiﬁcant: 0.67 for
the 6158 average and 0.73 for the 6 308 average (p < 0.05 from Student t-test, accounting for the reduction in the degrees of freedom from removing a periodic term and from smoothing).
The standard deviation of the residuals dropped considerably after applying the low-pass ﬁlter, from 4 Sv
to 1.5 Sv (Figure 3a). This is similar to the change in variability of the ‘‘true’’ (JPL_ECCO) signal after the
low-pass ﬁlter is applied. Note that with no spatial smoothing, the low-pass ﬁltered GRACE-like data have
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Figure 4. (a) Time series of low-frequency transport variability averaged over the Indian Ocean basin using GRACE OBP (red) and low-frequency SAM Index from NERC (blue), (b) time
series of low-frequency transport variability averaged over the Indian Ocean basin using GRACE OBP (red) and low-frequency SAM Index from NERC (blue) with trend removed.

higher errors (i.e., standard deviation of the residuals) than the expected signal with no spatial smoothing.
However, the error decreases signiﬁcantly at averaging areas greater than 658, and reaches 1.3 Sv when
the transport is averaged over 6308 of longitude.
As the averaging areas increase, the standard deviation of the residuals decreases, and the RMS error of
both the trend and the annual amplitude drop. However, there is less signiﬁcance in the change after a spatial averaging area of 308. This suggests that GRACE is able to observe transport variability ﬂuctuations over
smaller spatial areas than over the entire ocean basins that previous studies assumed [e.g., Zlotnicki et al.,
2007; Bergmann and Dobslaw, 2012]. After applying a low-pass ﬁlter the errors were reduced even more,
another reason to focus on the low-frequency variability. Thus, our study will focus on an averaging area of
608 and low-frequency transport in the south Indian Ocean.
3.2. Evaluation of Low-Frequency Transport in the South Indian Ocean
Previous studies have shown a positive correlation between the ACC transport in the Drake Passage with
the Southern Annular Mode (SAM), also known as the Antarctic Oscillation (AAO), suggesting a linear relationship between wind-forcing and the current variability at the quasi 2 year periodicity of the SAM [Meredith et al., 2004; Bergmann and Dobslaw, 2012; Hogg et al., 2015]. The SAM is the leading mode of
atmospheric variability in the Southern Hemisphere and can be observed in all atmospheric variables
including zonal wind and surface pressure [Marshall, 2003]. It is dominated by an oscillation of atmospheric
mass over Antarctica and the Southern Ocean, impacting both the location and magnitude of the zonal
winds in the Southern Hemisphere [Lovenduski, 2005]. The variability of the SAM is often used to represent
the variability of the zonally averaged Southern Hemisphere winds. Ponte and Piecuch [2014] have also demonstrated that OBP in the south Indian Ocean in a version of the ECCO state estimate has a high correlation
with SAM. Thus it is expected that transport in the Indian Ocean sector of the ACC should also have a strong
correlation with the SAM.
To test this, we use the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) British Antarctic Survey’s SAM Index
[Marshall, 2003] for our analysis with ACC transport variability. NERC’s index is based on sea level pressure
(SLP) from 12 different stations in the Southern Ocean. The SLP for six stations from the higher latitude
band (708S) and the six stations from lower latitude (408S) band of the SAM index are averaged and then
differenced between the two latitude bands (http://www.nerc-bas.ac.uk/icd/gjma/sam.html).
We averaged transport variability determined from GRACE data between 508E and 1108E and integrated
between the southern ACC Front position and the Polar Front position [Orsi et al., 1995] (Figure 2a).
The same low-pass ﬁlter (equation (3)) was applied to both the transport variability and the SAM index
(Figure 4). Although this is a different averaging area than used in the previous section, we found that
uncertainty estimated over this 608 region using the same procedure as in section 2 yielded the same mean
standard deviation, trend uncertainty, and correlation (within 0.1 Sv, 0.02 Sv/year, and 0.05). This region was
selected as it is north of an area of signiﬁcant positive OBP trends observed by Johnson and Chambers
[2013], which is indicative of a decelerating transport (discussed in section 3.3).
Before discussing the obvious difference in trends between the transport estimated from GRACE and SAM
(Figure 4a), we will discuss the interannual variations (Figure 4b). The correlation is signiﬁcant after removing
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Figure 5. Time series of the low-frequency GRACE (red) ‘‘pseudo-SAM’’ (green) and ‘‘normal’’ (blue) SAM Indices.

trends (0.61, p < 0.05), and similar to what has been observed at the Drake Passage using other data or using
time series including periods shorter than 1 year [Meredith et al., 2004; Bergmann and Dobslaw, 2012]. However, there are also differences at both the beginning and end of the time series and in the relative strengths
of events in the middle of the time series in 2007–2009. We can attribute some of these differences to the
missing months of GRACE data at both the beginning and end of the time series (section 2). Not having data
for these months will affect both the estimation of the annual sinusoid and the low-pass ﬁlter.
We can demonstrate the effect by removing the same months from the SAM index and reapplying the lowpass ﬁlter to create a pseudo-SAM index closer to the sampling of GRACE (Figure 5). The differences are
largest at the beginning and end of the record as we suspected. In particular, the pseudo-SAM index does
not pick up the signiﬁcant drop in the signal that the full index observes at the end of the time series; the
interannual ﬂuctuation has a peak in August and September 2013—exactly when there are no GRACE
observations.
However, there are still some differences between the GRACE transport and the SAM index (Figure 4b) in
the middle of the time series. The transport estimated from GRACE was signiﬁcantly lower in late 2009 than
it was in 2007. The SAM index, on the other hand, sees an opposite pattern, with a lower index in 2007 than
in 2009. There is also a relative difference in 2008, with GRACE observing larger transport at the beginning
of the year than near the end, whereas the low-frequency SAM index increased over that time.
The SAM index is only a proxy for the behavior of Southern Ocean wind variability. The pressure used to
compute the SAM index are not zonally coherent around Antarctica, but have larger values between West
Antarctica and the southern Paciﬁc Ocean [Thompson and Wallace, 2000, their Figure 1]. This indicates a
stronger inﬂuence of the Paciﬁc in the SAM than either the Indian or Atlantic oceans. To see if zonally averaged wind-stress is a better match to the GRACE transport, we examine data from the monthly gridded
maps distributed by the Cross-Calibrated Multi-Platform (CCMP) Ocean Surface Wind Components Project
(http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov). Level 3.5a products are used, which are based on an optimal interpolation of
various satellite scatterometer and radiometer data sets [Atlas et al., 2008]. The data ends in December
2011, but covers the period where differences are observed between the GRACE-derived transport and
SAM. The zonal component of the wind-stress data was averaged between 08 and 3608E and between 458S
and 658S, where the westerlies are most intense. For comparison with transport, the mean was removed
and the anomalies were normalized by the standard deviation. The normalized data were then low-pass ﬁltered in the same way as the transport and SAM time series were.
The correlation between low-frequency transport variability and zonally averaged SO winds (Figure 6) is signiﬁcantly higher than with SAM (0.88, p < 0.01). Moreover, the winds explain the signal seen in the transport
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Figure 6. Time series of the low-frequency transport variability calculated from GRACE OBP (red) and the normalized zonal winds (blue).
Trends have been removed.

in 2007 and 2009. The average zonal winds were signiﬁcantly lower in 2009 than in 2007, consistent with
the transport estimated from GRACE OBP. The difference in 2008 remains, however.
3.3. Evaluation of Decadal Trend
There is an obvious negative trend in the transport computed from GRACE between 508E and 1108E that is
not apparent in the SAM index (Figure 4a). Although not shown, there is also not a signiﬁcant trend (positive or negative) in the zonally averaged winds. The estimated trend calculated from GRACE OBP is
21.0 6 0.4 Sv yr21 (90% conﬁdence). Uncertainty is computed using a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of an
AR(1) model computed from the autocovariance of the monthly residuals before low-pass ﬁltering. The
uncertainty computed using the MC-AR(1) model leads to a higher uncertainty estimate than the one computed from the simulation (section 3.1, Figures 2 and 3) or from a weighted least squares using the uncertainty estimates, so it is used. This trend is consistent with the ﬁndings of Johnson and Chambers [2013],
who showed trends in the ocean bottom pressure from GRACE OBP data (January 2003 to December 2012)
in the Southern Ocean. They found a positive trend in OBP south of the ACC in this region, suggestive of a
decrease in transport.
The transport variations computed from JPL_ECCO over the same region have no signiﬁcant trend. This
could be interpreted as a systematic error in the GRACE measurements, or that the state estimate has not
properly recovered a real, long-term change in OBP associated with a deceleration in transport.
We begin by considering the ﬁrst possibility. Gravity ﬁeld coefﬁcients are derived from the primary GRACE
measurements, a range-rate residual. Any measurement bias or drift will cancel in this procedure. Additionally, many studies have compared mapped GRACE data to in situ measurements and model output, both
€ter, 2011; Leuliette and Willis, 2011] or smaller
on large scales [e.g., Boening et al., 2012; Chambers and Schro
scales in the ocean, on land, or on ice sheets [e.g., Chambers, 2011; Landerer and Volkov, 2013; Rignot et al.,
2011; Cheng et al., 2013]. None have found an erroneous drift in GRACE mass comparable to the trend seen
in the southern Indian Ocean [Johnson and Chambers, 2013].
The largest known sources for potential trend errors in the GRACE measurements are the corrections for glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) [Chambers et al., 2010] and the geocenter [Chambers et al., 2007; Quinn and
Ponte, 2008]. Both are of order 1 mm yr21 or less, and more importantly, both have very long spatial scales:
several thousand km for GIA over the ocean and 40,000 km for geocenter. Since the transport calculation is
based on spatial gradients over 200 km, any errors in these corrections should nearly difference out. To
verify this, we computed a set of OBP maps where the GIA and geocenter corrections have not been
applied. The averaged, low-pass transport from these maps over the same area is nearly identical to that
with the corrections applied, and the trends differ by less than 0.1 Sv yr21 (rounding up).
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This suggests the trend does not reﬂect an error in GRACE, but is it real? Several recent studies shed some
light on this. The ﬁrst is by Purkey et al. [2014], who also ﬁnd a long-term change in mass in the southern
Indian Ocean consistent with a reduction in the depth-averaged transport from 1993 to 2007. They used
altimetry and repeat full-depth hydrographic data to estimate mass trends for the global ocean. These data,
independent of the GRACE observations, are consistent with the bottom pressure trend. The signal, however, is only in the South Atlantic and South Indian Ocean, but not in the South Paciﬁc between Tasmania
and the Drake Passage. This suggests regional decadal-scale transport changes.
Thompson and Merriﬁeld [2014] offer a hypothesis for the source of the signal, which they have also found
in sea level from tide gauges. They ﬁnd a signiﬁcant, anticorrelated ﬂuctuation between sea level in the
South Indian Ocean west of 1108E and the South Paciﬁc west of the Drake Passage, with a period of approximately 20 years. They have correlated this as an asymmetry in the SAM (for which they coin the phrase
ASAM), and ﬁnd out of phase low-frequency variations in the pressure gradient between AustraliaAntarctica and South America-Antarctica. Such asymmetry in pressure will be reﬂected as regional differences in the zonal winds.
The ASAM signal is readily apparent in local trends of zonal winds in the CCMP product (Figure 7a). Zonal
wind speeds have decreased over the last decade just west of the study area (508–1108E), while they
have increased west of the Drake Passage. The transport change is consistent with the wind deceleration, as is the bottom pressure trend from GRACE (Figure 8b), as it lies south of the maximum wind
change—an increase in bottom pressure south of the ACC reﬂects a deceleration in transport. The
GRACE OBP has decreased over the last decade south of the increasing winds in the South Paciﬁc.
Although we have not studied the transport in the South Paciﬁc because of concerns of leakage from
Antarctica mass loss, the trends are consistent with the hypothesis of forcing from regional wind
changes on decadal scales.
A different ECCO state estimate, ECCO2 [Menemenlis et al., 2008] sees ocean bottom pressure trends consistent with GRACE (Figure 8c), and very different from JPL_ECCO (Figure 8b). Although both JPL_ECCO and
ECCO2 are based on the MITgcm and use the same NCEP forcing, ECCO2 is higher resolution (0.258 in the
Southern Ocean), eddy-resolving, and uses a different assimilation scheme [Menemenlis et al., 2005]. It does
not assimilate GRACE observations.
The similarity in the OBP trends observed by GRACE and those in the ECCO2 are striking, both in the south
Indian Ocean but also in the south Paciﬁc. The GRACE trends appear as smoothed versions of ECCO2, as
one would expect due to the inherent limitations in GRACE. However, the fact that the trends in GRACE are
also similar to those from ECCO2 in the South Paciﬁc, and consistent with the wind trends, suggests that
the leakage of ice mass loss signals from Antarctica may not be as large as we feared. More work is needed
to quantify this, however.
The difference between OBP trends from JPL_ECCO (Figure 8d) and ECCO2 (Figure 8c) are large. Since the
ECCO2 results are consistent with GRACE and the winds, we have to conclude the error is in JPL_ECCO.
Quantifying the reason for the difference is beyond the scope of this paper, but we suspect it has to do
with the resolution of the bathymetry in JPL_ECCO compared to the higher resolution of ECCO2. This
could affect the ability of the state estimate to balance wind-stress at the surface and form drag at the
bottom.

4. Discussion
The analysis described in section 3.1 allows us to better quantify uncertainty on transport variability calculations made using GRACE OBP than in previous studies. By applying different degrees of spatial averaging,
we have been able to determine an averaging area most appropriate and beneﬁcial to reduce noise and
maintain signal variance. Based on the decrease in standard deviation, reduction in trend and seasonal
amplitude differences, and increase in correlation between the two data sets, we ﬁnd that the optimal averaging area is between 308 and 608 in longitude.
In practice, one cannot estimate the transport of the ACC speciﬁcally with GRACE because the deﬁnition
of the ACC is somewhat nebulous, and the resolution of GRACE is not sufﬁcient to detect individual jets.
However, by integrating transport between speciﬁc latitude bounds that encompass the ACC, we have
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Figure 7. (a) Trends in zonal wind speed from CCMP (2003.0–2012.0), (b) trends in ocean bottom pressure from GRACE (2003.0–2014.0), (c)
trends in ocean bottom pressure from the JPL_ECCO2 model (2003.0–2014.0), and (d) trends in ocean bottom pressure from the JPL_ECCO
model (2003.0–2014.0). The northern and southern boundaries of the averaging area are shown as black dots on Figures 7a and 7b.
JPL_ECCO2 data downloaded from ftp://ecco2.jpl.nasa.gov/data1/cube/cube92/lat_lon/quart_90S_90N/PHIBOT.nc on 15 January 2015.

demonstrated that the measurement is a reasonable proxy for the ACC transport variability, with the caveat
that it likely also reﬂects more regional transport variations, especially since it includes the subtropical front
as a northern boundary.
Although there is a high correlation between the low-frequency SAM and transport variability of the ACC
in the Indian Ocean, the correlation increases signiﬁcantly when zonally averaged SO winds are considered instead (Figure 6). This is not surprising, as the SAM is only a proxy for the variability of the winds
that force interannual variability in transport. The interannual transport variability measured by GRACE
also signiﬁcantly better matches the relative variations in zonal winds than the data-assimilating
JPL_ECCO model (Figure 8). The transport computed from JPL_ECCO suggests little or no interannual variability from 2003 to 2005, a large positive anomaly in late 2006 to early 2007, and equivalent negative
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Figure 8. Time series of the low-frequency transport variability calculated from GRACE OBP (red), ECCO OBP (blue), and the Southern
Ocean zonal winds (green). Trends have been removed.

transports in 2007 and 2009, inconsistent with the relative wind changes and GRACE-derived transport.
However, JPL_ECCO does better match the wind variations in 2008 than does GRACE.
In addition to measuring year-to-year variability in the depth-averaged transport in the southern Indian
Ocean, GRACE also observes a signiﬁcant trend of 21.0 6 0.4 Sv yr21 (90% conﬁdence). The trend is consistent with a long-term mass trend observed using independent measurements [Purkey et al., 2014], and an
asymmetry in the SAM observed by Thompson and Merriﬁeld [2014], which leads to an approximately 20
year variation in winds that are different in the south Indian Ocean and the south Paciﬁc. This is reﬂected in
different trends over the 10 years from 2003.0–2013.0 (Figure 8a). The GRACE OBP and transport trends are
consistent with these winds. A high-resolution state estimate (ECCO2, Figure 8c) sees a similar pattern,
whereas a lower resolution version (JPL_ECCO, Figure 8d) does not. Based on this evidence, we conclude
the transport change is real, is regional, and related to what Thompson and Merriﬁeld [2014] have dubbed
the Asymmetric SAM (ASAM), and will likely reverse in the next decade if the ASAM follows its previous
oscillation.
Several important conclusions arise from this study. The ﬁrst is that GRACE OBP data are capable of observing low-frequency changes in transport over large regions. This suggests the potential usefulness of assimilating GRACE OBP data into state estimations. One study has attempted this, but only for seasonal
€hl et al., 2012]. They found some improvement in the Southern Ocean and in the gyre-scale cirvariability [Ko
culation. Our study suggests using the interannual OBP variations could also have an improvement in the
Southern Ocean, as the GRACE-derived transport is more consistent with the interannual ﬂuctuations in
winds than those computed from the JPL_ECCO state estimate OBP.
The second major conclusion is that estimating trends in the transport of the ACC at a single location such
as the Drake Passage is fraught with more uncertainty than previously assumed. Not only does one have to
contend with high-frequency and interannual variability in the transport, one also has to consider the asymmetric behavior of the zonal winds in the Southern Ocean at multidecadal periods. The large wind changes
west of the Drake Passage will likely cause large multidecadal ﬂuctuations in the Drake Passage transport
that are regional in nature and not reﬂective of the true average transport. Longer time series of observations that span the entire width of the Southern Ocean, such as from satellite measurements of timevariable gravity, may prove to be an important constraint on estimates of trends in the ACC transport, but
more work is needed to quantify this.
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